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Abstract: Process control is an essential part of the desalination industry that requires for driving at
the optimum operating conditions an increase in the life time of the plant and reduction of the unit
product cost. The desalination is a highly complex process, so that the majority of dynamic models are
of the form of Multi-Inputs-Multi-Outputs (MIMO) systems. Problem statement: Driving a MIMO
system is a complex operation because of the interconnections between the inputs and the influence of
each one of them on the system outputs. In this study, we present firstly the MIMO dynamic model
that we have developed for a Reverse Osmosis (RO) desalination system coupled to a photovoltaic
generator, then we propose a PI controller based on a perfect decoupler. Approach: The purpose of
this research was to apply a new control strategy based on a decoupled PI controller. The proposed
control algorithm was investigated through computer simulation by using Simulink/Mathlab software.
Results: The experimental results and simulations showed the efficiency of the proposed controller
based on decoupling the input variables of the desalination system. The system outputs are well
stabilized. Conclusion/Recommendations: The implementation of the multivariable PI control laws
and the experimental results showed clearly the performances of this control strategy to drive the
desalination systems and to correct rapidly the outputs behavior which can be influenced by many
disturbed parameters.
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desirable to develop effective methods to determine the
parameters of PID controllers for MIMO systems.
In this study we will firstly present the transfer
model that we have develop to make easy the driving of
the process, than we will describe the control action
based on decoupled controllers applied to parallel
transfer function processes. This method shows
sensitivity to disturbance and tuning of inner loops,
however the conditions were studied and the sensibility
was reduced.
Many system parameters can be controlled in an
RO unit: feed temperature, pH, conductivity, pressure,
flow rate. The present study discusses two parameters
which should be monitored and controlled for proper
RO: The conductivity (Cs) and inlet product water flow
(Qs) and does not include the effect of the temperature
over the behavior of the system. At industrial scale
which requires Moto pumps, the pressure then the
pump speed affects the behavior of the system more
significantly than the temperature. Additional
parameters was not considered however several
literature can be consulted (Abbas, 2005; Mandler,

INTRODUCTION
Due to the high product quality and energy
requirements, most of modern industry processes,
however, are MIMO process. Driving these processes is
a complex problem because of the interactions between
the input parameters.
Among most of existing approaches, several
industrial plant are modeled as first or second order
systems and the relations between inputs and outputs
parameters are represented by a transfer model based on
a transfer function matrix (Robertson et al., 1996). In
process control industry, more than 95% of the control
loops are of PID type, this is mainly attributed to its
effectiveness and relatively simple structure, which can
be easily understood and implemented in practice.
Consequently and with these two points in mind
we have choose a MIMO PI control strategy to drive
the desalination system after the develop of the MIMO
transfer model.
Many formulas have been derived to tune the PID
controllers over the years. Therefore, it is highly
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2000) with respect other models. The manipulated
variables are the reject brine valve aperture and the
angular pump speed.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
System description: The desalination system that we
present is composed by:
•
•
•
•

A Photovoltaic (PV) generator
A DC/AC converter
Accumulator batteries
The RO desalination unit

Fig. 1: Desalination system coupled to a photovoltaic
generator

The system configuration shown in Fig. 1 is
composed by three compartments: The photovoltaic
generator, the electrical adaptor and the desalination
unit.
The PV generator consists of an array of
photovoltaic cell modules connected in series-parallel
combination to provide the desired DC voltage and
current.
The adaptor converts the continuous voltage
delivered by the battery to an alternative voltage in
order to feed the motor pump group which provides
pressurized water to the membrane.
The desalination unit is composed by three RO
modules, each one of them is composed by a membrane
which is constituted of a thin film composite modified
polyamide type able to purify feed water containing up
to 3,000 ppm of total dissolved solids. These modules
have a nominal capacity 1500 L/d at 800 kPa.

Fig. 2: The desalination unit configuration
The choice of the motor pump angular speed Ωp as
an input variable is based on the relation between the
speed Ω, the water flow Q and the pump Torque Te:
Te = K.Ω.Q

(1)

The pressure applied at the membrane is:
Desalination system model: Because of the variety of
parameters, the present study proposes the
introduction of a new model that we have developed
in (Chaabene et al., 2009) presents the brackish water
desalination small unit as a Multi Input Multi Output
(MIMO) system. The output variables or set variables
are the product flow Qs and the product water salinity
Cs (Fig. 2). These two parameters are fundamentals to
control water quality (Riverol and Pilipovik, 2005),
while the input variables or manipulated variables are
the motor pump angular speed Ωp and the reject valve
opening θvr. The water feed salinity Ce is considered as
a disruptive input. The choice of these parameters is
based on the experimental results that we’ll present in
this study. These results show the dependence of the
water quality with these parameters.
In addition to these variables there are others which
may need to be monitored or controlled such the feed
pH and temperature, the present study does not address
the influence of these additional variables.

P = K.Ω 2

(2)

where, k is a constant depending with the pump
characteristics and the fluid density.
The unit dynamic model use a transfer function
matrix where the relations between output variables and
input variables are based on elementary transfer
functions noted Gij obeying according to the cases to a
second or first order dynamics. This MIMO process
with m = 2 input variables and n = 2 output variables
have the following representation:
Where the outputs vector Y and the control vector
U are given by the following representations:
Q 
Y =  s  et
 Cs 

Ω 
U =  p
 θvr 

The transfer matrix [T] is represented by:
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Qs   G11 G12   Ω p 
 C  = G
  
 s   21 G 22  θ vr 

(4)

Thus the process will be described by the following
equation:
Y = [T ] U

(5)

In order to determine the elementary transfer
functions, we have realized a serial of experimental
measurements using a control and a data acquisition
system, then we have used the identification procedure
“ ident ” based on the recursive least square with matlab
software (Lee et al., 1998).
The Gij expressions are:

Fig. 3: Control system design
The two outputs Qs and Cs depend with fictive
input variables Ω’p and θ’vr as:
Qs  G11 0  Ω'p 
C  =  0 G  . ' 
22   θ vr 
 s 

Q 
k11
G11 =  s 
=
 Ωp 

 θvr ,Ce = cte 1 + τ11p
k12 ω021
Q 
G12 =  s 
= 2
2
 θvr  Ωp ,Ce = cte p + 2ξ1ω01 p + ω01
C 
k 21ω022
G 21 =  s 
= 2
2
 Ωp 

 θvr ,Ce = cte p + 2ξ 2ω02 p + ω02

Qs = G11.Ω 'p = G11Ω p + G12θvr
Cs = G 22 .θ'vr = G 21Ω p + G 22θvr

(6)

G 22 Qs = G 22 G11.Ω 'p = G 22G11Ω p + G 22G12 θvr
G12Cs = G12 G 22 .θ'vr = G12G 21Ω p + G12 G 22θvr

C 
k 22
G 22 =  s 
=
θ
1
+
τ22 p
 vr Ωp ,Ce = cte

G 21Qs = G 21G11.Ω 'p = G 21G11Ω p + G 21G12 θvr
G11Cs = G11G 22 .θ'vr = G11G 21Ω p + G11G 22θvr

The parameters values given by the identification
procedure with the disturbed parameter fixed at its least
value in practical conditions Ce = 1.000 ppm are
regrouped in the following table:

 G11(p).G22 (p) −G12 (p).G22 (p)


Ωp  −G11(p).G21(p) G11(p).G22 (p)  Ω'p 
. 
θ  =
G11(p).G22 (p) − G12 (p).G21(p) θ'vr 
 vr 

PI control system design: As in the desalination plant,
a manipulated input affects more than one controlled
output. One approach to handling this problem is
known as decoupling (Riverol and Pilipovik, 2005).
The idea is to develop “synthetic” manipulated inputs
that affect only one process out each (Gambier et al.,
2007). This approach is illustrated at the Fig. 3.
To calculate the PI parameters we have used the
Ziegler Nichols modified method which is not detailed
in this study (Wang et al., 1998).
The first step is to define the process transfer
function matrix:
Qs   G11 G12   Ω p 
 C  = G
  
 s   21 G 22  θ vr 

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

Then the Fig. 3 shows the control system design.
RESULTS
To valid the established models and to present the
water quality parameters stabilisations with the new
control strategy we have applied step type signals for
the input variables then the process models were
validated from the “ident.” Procedure using matlab
software.
We have applied a profile of a step input for the
aperture reject brine valve, the motor pump speed was
fixed at its nominal value Ωp = 30 tr sec−1.
Figure 4 and 5 show the validation of the Cs and
the Qs models on a step response of the reject valve
opening.

(7)
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Fig. 4: Cs model validation on a step response of the
reject valve aperture

Fig. 7: Qs model validation on a step response of the
motor pump speed

Fig. 8: The behavior of the product water flow Qs
Figure 6 and 7 valid the Qs and the Cs models
when a profile of step input is applied to the motor
pump speed Ωp, the aperture reject brine valve is fixed
at the optimum value given by experimental results.

Fig. 5: Qs model validation on a step response of the
reject valve aperture

DISCUSSION
In order to understand the performances of the
multivariable PI controller the behavior of the
desalination system was shown. Figure 8 and 9 show
that the response tried to become stable on an
acceptable time with the use of the decoupled PI
control.
The decoupling of inputs in order to avoid the
influence of theirs fluctuations on water quality
parameters shows the ability of this control strategy to
compensate errors.
The experimental results and the PI simulation
prove the efficiency of the proposed control algorithm.
The developed strategy is robust and easy to implement
and adapted to the developed system model.

Fig. 6: Cs model validation on a step response of the
motor pump speed
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Fig. 9: The behavior of the product water salinity Cs
CONCLUSION
First, a novel approach of dynamic model
depending on manipulated variables of the desalination
system has been presented, after that a decoupled PI
controller is proposed. The applied PI control strategy
has the advantage that it does not need tuning as the
classical regulator, it offers an easy solution to the new
demand of desalination industry and then it is easier to
be implemented.
However the developed model must be refined by
the introduction of disturbed inputs and consequently
the decoupled controller needs to be modified.
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